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Overview
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4iP Council Network & Advisory Committee

• Empirical third party research on IPR & innovation
• Represents leading inventors & innovators in Europe
• Research is multi-industry and cross sector
• Work with academia, policy makers and regulators to facilitate 

deeper understanding
• Commission robust empirical independent research on topics 

related to intellectual property

http://www.4ipcouncil.com/membership
http://www.4ipcouncil.com/about-us/research


A dedicated area for SMEs/Start-ups
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• Helping European SMEs/Start-ups to optimise their IP assets
and find the wide range of materials and support mechanisms 
available to them

• SMEs/Start-ups are important inventors and innovation 
drivers and their growth underpins European competitiveness

• 4iP Council commissions and tracks research on why IP is 
relevant to SMEs/Start-ups and seeks to help them identify 
the right routes for IP advice and support

• Access to curated information saves time and resources to all 
companies, especially SMEs/Start-ups 

4iP Council 4 SMEs area

https://www.4ipcouncil.com/4smes


Agenda
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Tips to follow and pitfalls to avoid

Q&A



The IP types, differences & why/where to register
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What is intellectual property (IP)?
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IP is a property right established in law to exclude others from using, without 
authorisation, your intellectual creations. IP rights (IPRs) allow you to commercialise and 
exploit your innovative and creative ideas. IPRs consist of:

• Patents protect innovative technical solutions in all lines of 
industry

• Copyrights protect original intellectual creations in the 
creative arts

• Designs protect the visual appearance of the product
• Trademarks protect distinctive marks indicating a product’s 

business origin
• Businesses may also opt for protection of their own 

confidential information from misappropriation by keeping it 
a trade secret
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An interactive version of this chart is available: https://www.4ipcouncil.com/4smes#what-is-ip

* Depending on the national law and the type of design, they may also be protected as works of art under copyright. In some countries, designs are protected under patent law as "design 
patents".

https://www.4ipcouncil.com/4smes#what-is-ip
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An interactive version of this chart is available: https://www.4ipcouncil.com/4smes#what-is-ip

* Depending on the national law and the type of design, they may also be protected as works of art under copyright. In some countries, designs are protected under patent law as "design 
patents".

https://www.4ipcouncil.com/4smes#what-is-ip


Why IP asset management matters,
reasons to register your IP
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Why should I care about intellectual property?
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4iP Council has partnered with several organisations to create freely accessible 
comprehensive interactive guides: the goal is to allow SMEs/Start-ups to make sound 
preliminary decisions without the need to invest a lot of time, resources and money



Patents
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Patents are one of a number of tools including trademarks, copyright and trade secrets 
widely used to protect ‘creations of the mind’. They are a tremendous asset for any 

organisation because they provide market access, leverage in negotiations, funding and 
they increase economic and strategic value. This also means that the absence of patents 

can be detrimental on those dimensions.
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Copyrights
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Copyright exists automatically in original creative works without the need of official 
registration. It grants authors moral and economic rights, including lengthy protection 

from unauthorised copying and use.
All organisations are likely to have some copyright-protected works.

Awareness of copyright is also essential to legitimately use or exploit the creations of 
others with the authorisation of the right holder.
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Trademarks & Designs
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In the sake of time, these two IP tools won’t be covered today…
… Both interactive guides will be published respectively end of April & May

Trademarks are one of several IPRs, that help protect and enhance your brands. They help consumers identify 
products and services with the entity from which they originate. Businesses rely on trademarks to distinguish 
themselves from their competitors, to create an association between their trademarks and product quality, and to 
build their reputation and consumer loyalty. Created in cooperation with:

Designs are one of several IPRs. They are exclusive rights that protect the appearance of a product, or a part of it, 
provided it is new and has individual character that sets it apart from any pre-existing designs that could be known 
about (however old). Businesses register designs to strengthen their competitive advantage, prevent work from 
being copied and build business assets for value creation. This means that the absence of design protection can be 
detrimental on those dimensions.



How you can leverage your IP strategically
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A broad diversity of strategies

4iP has sorted these strategies into 4 categories:

The tree of possibilities

The online interactive guide gives case scenarios 
and further details for each leaf.

Let’s focus on one possibility for each category!
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Exclude competitors from using your proprietary 
innovations by obtaining a court ruling (i.e., an 
‘injunction’) which orders the infringer to cease 
all acts of infringement (e.g. distributing infringing 
products) and refrain from them in the future. 
See also here.

https://www.dpma.de/english/services/sme/enforcing_ip_rights/enforcing_patent_rights/index.html
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Patents, copyrights and designs signal your 
business’ capabilities in innovation and creativity. 
Link the quality and innovation of your 
product/service with a strong brand image thanks 
to trademarks. See also here.

https://euipo.europa.eu/ohimportal/en/value
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Leverage your IP assets to boost your bargaining 
power in negotiations with potential business 
partners and customers.
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Reduce risks in the commercialisation of your 
innovations, increase your return-on-investment 
and enhance the value of your business. Attract 
investors and venture capital by establishing a 
strong potential for business growth. See 
also here and here.

https://www.wipo.int/sme/en/documents/venture_capital_investments_fulltext.html
https://www.ipaustralia.gov.au/understanding-ip/commercialise-your-ip/decide-how-fund-your-idea


Tips to follow and pitfalls to avoid
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• You must be able to identify the types of IP you have created or plan 
to create, any protections that are already in place, and the process of 
obtaining further protection or IPRs

• Avoid unlawful use, or infringement, of others’ IPRs

• Avoid issues with trademarks: An incorporation of a name, or 
registration of it as a domain, does not confer trademark protection

• Avoid patent issues – factor in the cost of licensing patents from 
others

• When seeking a patent, innovators should also plan a strategy for 
monetising their invention



Tips to follow and pitfalls to avoid
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• Use a non-disclosure agreement with those you disclose your 
invention to in order to prevent public dissemination and 
misappropriation by the recipient

• Educate all your colleagues involved about the importance of 
protecting and maintaining IP, and the value it can bring to your 
business

• Preparation and filing applications for patents, trademark 
registrations and copyright registrations on your own is an available 
option

• Retaining a registered patent agent, a registered trademark agent, or 
IP lawyer should produce better results but will be more costly
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Sign up to receive research reports, event and news information.

axel@4ipcouncil.com

Q&A?

Thank you!

@4iPCouncil

4iPCouncil

https://twitter.com/4ipcouncil
https://www.linkedin.com/company/4ipcouncil

